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KEEPING THE CORE

Paoli Community 
Schools has been 

awarded the AP District 
Honor Roll school for 

this year due to an 
increase in students 
taking and passing 

AP exams with a 3 or 
higher.  We are one of 

12 schools in Indiana to 
receive this honor and 
373 schools in the US 
and Canada, and one 
of 226 to receive this 

honor more than once. 
Congratulations to all 
of the AP teachers and 
students for a job well 

done. 

Follow the Rams
Boys basketball will have 
a tournament at Springs 
Valley the 27 at 2 p.m. 

and the 28 at 10:30 a.m. 
Girls basketball will also 

have a tournament at 
Eastern Greene the 28 

and 29 at 9:30 a.m. There 
will be two wrestling 

meets the 28 and 29 at 
9 a.m. at Madison.

This Sunday, all three 
choirs and the concert 

band will be performing 
for their annual 

Christmas Concert at 2 
p.m. Doors open 

at 1:30 p.m.

Concert Sunday

Of all the trends that have been created or highly 
popularized by teenagers, vaping has been one of the most 
dangerous so far.  Authorities have seen the issue increase 
in the past year, and it is time to do something about it.  

According to the Public Health Law Center, the state of 
Indiana defines an e-cigarette as “a device that is capable 
of providing a dose of nicotine by delivering a vaporized 
solution and includes the components and cartridges.” 

In Indiana, all distribution and possession of e-cigarettes 
and e-liquids are prohibited if the person is under 18 years 
old. Self-service displays and vending machines in vape 
shops which contain e-cigarettes are also prohibited if they 
are accessible to people under 18. Lastly, the advertisement 
of e-cigarettes as a less dangerous alternative to smoking or 
other harmful activity is prohibited. 

Juul, an e-cigarette company founded in 2017, highly 
appealed to teenagers and young adults in the year of 2018. 
Juul’s website states the two founders “envision a world 
where fewer people use cigarettes, and where people who 
smoke cigarettes have the tools to reduce or eliminate their 
consumption entirely.” An age verification is required 
before entering the website, and a big, bold disclaimer about 
the product containing an addictive chemical, nicotine, is 
placed at the top of the page throughout the entire website.

The company originally marketed their product to be 
for adults, but as time passed, more and more teenagers 
were getting their hands on the product. Federal officials 
are calling the rise in teen use an “epidemic of youth use,” 
considering the number of high school students who use 
vapes has risen by 75 percent in the past year. It is believed 
that teens are so drawn to Juuls because of flavors such as 
mango and cucumber as well as a variety of colorful cases. 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is aware 
of the rising use of vaping, specifically Juuls, by teens, 
and are creating a plan to make Juuls less accessible to 
minors. In early November, the FDA announced a plan to 
ban e-cigarettes in retail stores and gas stations around the 
country in an effort to decrease the amount of vaping that 
goes on among teens. 

As the FDA works to keep these devices out of the hands 

of teenagers, the school administration are doing their best 
to try to educate students of the harmful effects of vaping.  

Assistant Principal Fred Unsicker recommends that 
students consider the long term consequences of using and 
even owning a vaping device. 

“Is that something they want to be ‘addicted to’ for the 
rest of their life? Many vape companies market themselves 
as a ‘safer alternative to smoking’ or a ‘non-addictive 
alternative,’ but is there research that shows this claim to be 
true? Students need to seriously think about what the best 
decision is for them,” said Unsicker. 

PHS’s Student Handbook defines a vape to be a smoking 
device. The handbook, as well as the Public Health Law 
Center, states a person under 18 years old who possesses 
a vaping device commits a Class C Infraction. Infractions 
are non-arrestable offenses, and the severity of the offense 
determines which class it falls under. A Class A infraction 
is the highest offense a person could commit, and a Class 
D is the lowest. An example of a Class A offense would be 
disregarding a stop sign on a school bus, and an example of 
a Class D offense would be not wearing a seatbelt in a car. 

PHS has its own system when dealing with students 
found vaping on school grounds. For a first offence, a 
three day suspension is given. A second offence results in 
a five day suspension, and on a third offence, the student 
is recommended for expulsion. After an offense, Resource 
Officer Doug Soltwedel files a report where a citation and 
possibly a fine will follow.

While the road to a massive decrease in teen vaping may 
be long, the FDA hopes to fight this issue so an entire new 
generation of people does not become reliant on nicotine 
and vaping.

“While we remain committed to advancing 
policies that promote the potential of e-cigarettes 
to help adult smokers move away from 
combustible cigarettes, that work can’t come at 
the expense of kids. We cannot allow a whole 
new generation to become addicted to nicotine,” 
said FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb in a press 
release.

FDA Targets Teen Vape Use

Watch for 
Kayle at our 

games! Check 
out the story 

about his 
recovery on 

page 4.

Congrats to Us!
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Staying Safe

Detecting Safety Concerns
At the October school board meeting, 

Superintendent Greg Walker shared the Use 
of Metal Detectors Policy, hoping to put it into 
place at our school. This policy allows schools 
to use handheld, walk-through or any other 
type of metal detector on anyone entering the 
school grounds during daily, regular or random 
screenings. The school is also getting many new 
security cameras to be installed throughout the 
school. This is part of an initiative that was put 
into place after the Noblesville school shooting 
in May of this year. 

The metal detectors will come at no cost 
to the school, and the security cameras came 
through part of a grant our school helps fund 

each year.
On July 9, Indiana Governor Eric J. 

Holcomb made an announcement that for 
every 250 students a school has, the school 
will receive one handheld metal detector. 
These metal detectors will be used free of 
cost by each school in the state of Indiana. 
The metal detector’s only purpose is 
to locate any weapons that are being 
brought into the school.

PHS has already received their metal 
detectors, and the new cameras are 
expected to be put in over winter break.

“I think it is very obvious that any 
school building is at risk of threats of 

violence. It is unfortunate society has gotten 
to this point, but it is a reality we must 
face and be willing to prepare for in case 
something were to happen,” said Principal 
Chad Johnson.

Officer Doug Soltwedel is 
currently examining the adopted 
policy and seeking to the best 
ways to implement the policy in 

everyday use. Soltwedel stated that 
training will need to be completed 
before any official use begins. 

Michael 
Hannon

Story by
Freshman

A new addition to the Paoli High School staff was announced at the 
school board meeting on Monday, December 10. A second guidance 
counselor position was filled and the identity of the 
person who will be working alongside current guidance 
counselor Brandi Kerley was revealed.

Rachel Robinson, a PHS graduate herself, was hired 
for the job. 

Robinson already has experience in the field, 
with two years of employment at the Brady Shrum 
Elementary School in Salem as counselor. As well as 
counseling, Robinson has a background in special 
education, which Principal Chad Johnson believes will be 
a great resource.

“We’re hoping that [with] her skill set, especially 
helping with special education students, she will be 
able to bring a different set of skills to the guidance 
department,” said Johnson.

There are 654 students at Paoli who have the 
potential to utilize the guidance office, whether for 
mental and emotional issues or academic aspects. It 
is easy to see how just one counselor could become 
overwhelmed, even with the help from guidance 
secretary Sara Parks. 

“I can’t tell you how excited I am for the hiring of another counselor. 
I know Mrs. Robinson is going to do great things for our students and our 

school. She is kind and confident and is bringing good experience with 
her. I look forward to working with her, and can’t wait to celebrate her 

successes here at Paoli,” said Kerley.
With the addition of Robinson, Johnson hopes to 

balance out the amount of work which had been put 
on Kerley and Parks since the resignation of former 
guidance counselor Brandon Crowder.

“It was wearing on them, so we wanted to help them 
out,” said Johnson.

Robinson personally would like to give back to the 
place she grew up in through her work. As a graduate 
of PHS in 2008, she considers Paoli her hometown and 
knows how well the school is run and wants to get 
involved in it.

“I think she wanted to work here because she knows 
what we do, we do a good job at it and she wants to be a 
part of that,” said Johnson.

Robinson will start her career at Paoli and 
return to her roots on January 14, 2019.

“I’m excited to work in my community and 
where I attended school. I’m looking forward 
to working with students and staff at PHS,” 
said Robinson.

Her addition will have a great impact on both the students 
and staff with a fresh face and new ideas to enrich PHS. Masden 

Embry

Story by
eighth grader

Robinson

Metal Detectors Hoping to Bring 
More Security Options to School

Robinson to Join Guidance Staff in January



Since a new attendance policy was adopted 
this year, it can be difficult to understand all 
the requirements. To help students keep track 
of their attendance records and information, 
Assistant Principal Fred Unsicker implemented 
attendance contracts. 

Attendance contracts are written statements 
from the attendance policy found in the 
Student Handbook. It outlines the student’s 
attendance information, including how many 
days they have missed in each class, whether 
it was excused or unexcused and the amount 
of attempts the school has made to contact the 
student’s parents. 

The contract also contains an explanation 
of “chronic absenteeism” and 
“habitual truant” as defined 
by Indiana Code and explains 
what actions the school will 
take if the student misses any 
more days. After the contract 
is shown to the students, every 
subsequent absence results in a 
Friday School. 

The contract continues to 
explain the consequences of 
a student’s absence. After a 
student misses nine days of 
school, Principal Chad Johnson 
and Unsicker are expected to refer the parent 
and student to Orange County Probation. After 
the student misses ten days of school, they are 
allowed to deny the student credit in courses 
they have had excessive absences from.

“If a student breaks a contract, they 
receive a Friday School, which is a three hour 
detention. Students can also run the risk of 
being referred to Orange County Probation 
as well as losing credit in their courses,” said 
Unsicker.

Unsicker started attendance contracts to 
help students be aware of their attendance 
information and consequences. He also started 
the contracts to improve the school’s overall 
attendance rate and to get students to turn in 
doctor’s notes on time. 

The attendance policy last year 

allowed students to miss eight days before 
administration intervened. Last year, when 
the student reached their ninth absence, 
administration was expected to send students 
to probation. This system did not allow the 
administration much time to assess the 
situation and find out why the student was 
absent. This year, by starting calls at the fourth 
absence and signing the contract at the sixth 
absence, Unsicker and Johnson get more time to 
intervene and help the student and their parent 
get attendance under control. 

“I started attendance contracts because I 
wanted to intervene with student attendance 
before they got to the point where they were 

being sent to probation,” said 
Unsicker.

The attendance contracts 
have many advantages and 
disadvantages. One negative 
result the contract has is the 
amount of time it consumes. 
The contracts regularly require 
Attendance Secretary Kim 
Bostock and Unsicker to spend 
time correcting attendance and 
student discipline. Despite this, 
the contracts make students and 
parents more aware of their 

attendance and the consequences for missing 
school. 

The contracts also help Unsicker focus on 
one of his bigger tasks as an assistant principal, 
student attendance. In addition, administration 
started seeing more students turn in doctor’s 
notes in a timely manner because of the 
contracts.

“Of the students on an 
attendance contract, less than half 
of them have missed a day of school 
after signing the contract. Of the 
remaining students, less than 15% 
have missed more than one day after 
the attendance contract was put into 
place. The contracts are working 
as they are expected to work,” said 
Unsicker.
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Contracts for Class Time
Attendance Contracts Targeting Student Abscences

Angie 
Ceja

Story by
freshman

The drama department will be presenting 
The Velveteen Rabbit on December 20 and 21. 
The show will take place in the Ruth Uyesugi 
Auditorium. Admission for the play is $4 for 
adults and $3 for students. 

The Velveteen Rabbit is a children’s story 
told from the point of view of the rabbit. In 
the play, the velveteen rabbit is a Christmas 
gift that the other toys snub, but the little boy 
loves him so dearly he considers the rabbit to 
be real. Everyone is anxious when the boy gets 
sick with scarlet fever, but the rabbit comforts 
him until he is well again. The rabbit is told 
that if he is loved enough, he will become real. 
Because of this, The Velveteen Rabbit raises the 
philosophical question of what exactly makes 
something real.

The main characters in the play are Nana 
(Megan Poe), Velveteen Rabbit (Nathaniel 
Gavid), Skin Horse (Haley Cox) and James 
(Michael Hannon). The rest of the cast includes 
Soldier (AJ Lopez), Fairy (Madeline 
Ford), Clown (Makayla Chism), 
Sassy Pig (Summer Ford), Lion (Ayla 
Anderson), Bear (Manny Fleetwood), 
Jack-in-the-Box (Chandler Hinton) 
and Sailboat (Kayla Tedrow).

This is a classic story many 
people are fond of, so come out and 
enjoy the show. 

Ready Rabbit
Performance Coming Dec. 20

Lili 
Seals

Story by
sophomore

Director Maria Wishart and members of the drama department 
practice for the upcoming production. Photo by Chandler Hinton

“I started attendance 
contracts because

I wanted to intervene 
with student 

attendance before they 
got to the point where 
they were being sent to 

probation.”
•Assistant Principal  

Fred Unsicker
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Many students at PHS possess their own 
struggles in their personal lives. Whether these 
struggles regard academics, family or internal 
issues is irrelevant; they all share a common 
factor of fighting a battle. 

One student, senior Kayle Kibler, is 
currently fighting a battle of his own, as he 
is recovering from brain surgery. Kayle was 
experiencing intense migraines and constant 
headaches before he was issued an MRI on his 
brain. The MRI showed that Kayle had a mass of 
cells on his brain, and the mass was unknown 
to be cancerous or not. Kibler underwent 
surgery on November 13 at Indiana University 
Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis to remove 
the mass of cells inside his cranium.

“Surgery went well. They removed all of 
the mass. It appears to be an abnormal mass of 
cells, not a tumor. My family and I would like 
to thank everyone for the prayers, well wishes 
and concern. It has helped Kayle and us in this 
tough time,” said Kayle’s father, Kyle Kibler.

Following his surgery, Kayle was placed in 
ICU with drain tubes still attached to surgical 
sites. He came out very stable, showing slight 
movement in his fingers and toes; however, his 
blood pressure seemed to rise periodically, but 

this was assessed 
by the hospital 
staff. 

As the days 
went on, Kayle 
began showing 
more movement 
as well as 
improved speech 
and memory. At 
the beginning 
stages of his 
recovery, Kayle 
was concerning 
the nurses with 

how much he 

was sleeping. A CT scan was ordered to see if 
there was a reason for his near constant state 
of rest. The results of the CT scan showed 
no correlation to Kayle’s excessive resting 
time. However, Kayle seemed to completely 
turn around his current state, as he started 
drastically improving almost immediately 
following the CT scan.

“Kayle is eating solid food and even feeding 
himself at lunch. He is still fighting some to stay 
awake, and his sodium is slowly going down. 
He is having some memory issues, which was 
expected. His motor skills have improved greatly, 
though. He is doing very well,” said Kyle.

Just after he was beginning to improve 
tremendously, Kayle had a setback and began 
experiencing a buildup of cerebrospinal fluid. 
Doctors had previously implemented drainage 
tubes for Kayle; however, the overflow of 
fluid has continued to reappear. After some 
discussion, doctors have agreed to install 
a permanent drain tube running from his 
cranium to his abdominal region. Fortunately, 
almost a day following his permanent drainage 
surgery, Kayle was moved out of ICU into 
a regular hospital room. Soon after he was 
making some progress, Kayle experienced 
another buildup of fluid.

“There are two cavities that hold fluid in the 
brain. They are connected, but for some reason, 
one is getting bigger than the other,” said Kyle.

Kayle received a CT scan and then moved 
back into ICU due to the buildup of fluid.

Kayle had just began his senior year when 
he began experiencing these setbacks. He has 
avidly participated in baseball and football 
since he was in elementary school. His recovery 
time determines his playing time in the 
upcoming spring baseball season. However, he 
is in very high hopes. 

Kayle’s recovery will not be a short one, but 
with the help and support of his friends and 
family, he plans to be back at PHS in March.

To follow his journey, go to 
caringbridge.org and enter “Kayle 
Kibler” in the search engine. Family 
members post daily updates on 
Kayle and the progress he has made 
and will continue to make in the 
future.

Senior Continues Recovery

Jace 
Ingle

Story by
seniorKibler has fun at a basketball game 

with friends shortly before surgery.

Kayle is loved and missed by many people at PHS. Senior Mad-
ison Street is a friend of Kayle’s, and she is very thankful for 
their relationship. “Kayle is always so nice to be around. He can 
make anyone laugh and can change someone’s 
day in a split second,” said Street.

Friends and Family Rally In Support Of Kayle
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2018: 
January

Who won a Grammy 
for Best Song, 

“That’s What I Like,” 
and Best Album, 

“24K Magic?”

What Supreme 
Court Justice went 
through a lengthy 

hearing on his 
alleged sexual 

assault? 

What NFL 
quarterback 
extended his 

contract for another 
four years?

What coffee 
company has a goal 
to stop using plastic 

straws by 2020?

What NBA player 
broke the record for 
most three-pointers?

Who did Prince 
Harry marry?

What famous 
singer headlined 
at the Coachella 
Music festival?

What was the fifth 
Marvel movie to 
gross one billion 

dollars worldwide?

Where were the 
Winter Olympic 

Games held?

What state 
voted to abolish 

slavery as a form 
of punishment 
in their state  
constitution?

How much was 
the Mega Millions 

prize?

February

DecemberNovemberOctoberSeptember

AugustJulyJuneMay

AprilMarch

January: Bruno Mars, February: Pyeongchang, South Korea, March: Black Panther, April: Beyonce, 
May: Meghan Markle, June: Stephen Curry, July: Starbucks, August: Aaron Rodgers, September: 
Brett Kavanaugh, October: 1.6 Billion, November: Colorado, December: Kevin Hart

Which celebrity 
backed out of 

hosting the 2019 
Oscars?

Test Your Knowledge of the Year

Infrographic By Kinley Block
Art by Avery Owens
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Gracie 
Walls

Story by
freshman

LawsonBuchanan Carmickle Clark Elliott Meredith Minton

Football season has come to an end, so 
basketball is kicking into gear. With the boys 
basketball team falling short in last year’s 
Sectional, the team is expecting nothing less 
than a PLAC championship and a Sectional 
trophy this year. 

Four of the top five scorers are returning 
from last year, and a couple of players are 
moving up from a JV team that only lost a few 
games last season. Head coach Dusty Cole has 
high expectations for this year’s season. 

“Our senior, junior and sophomore classes 
are used to winning, and they’ve done lots of it 
throughout their basketball careers. It is very 
rare to have three season leading scorers on 
one team, and that is the case this year. Ashton 
Minton led us in scoring three years ago, Ty 
Lawson led two years ago and Brett Bosley led 
last year,” said Cole. 

Cole recognizes that the depth in his bench is 
a huge asset to his team’s potential success. 

“Most things we do start with those three, 
but we can also bring in added scoring with 
Jordan Clark and Mason Buchanan. Carter Elliott 
and Hobie Bobbitt are both capable varsity 
players as well, and both of them excel on the 
defensive end. Austin Carmickle and Charlie 
Meredith do all the little things that make a 
team special, and our wild card this season 
could be Parker Sullivan. He has grown a few 
inches, gotten much stronger and could be a real 
difference-maker this year.  We have a lot of 
pieces that can play multiple styles and paces,” 
said Cole. 

One of the most important things Cole’s team 
will need this season is team cohesiveness.

“History has shown how difficult it can be 
to bring a lot of stars and talent together and 
be successful. Everyone will have to make 
sacrifices and be willing to put the team first. 
We don’t foresee that being a problem at all with 

this bunch of young men, but it is still important 
that we make that happen,” said Cole. 

The team has several goals this year, 
including winning the Holiday Tournament 
Championship, becoming PLAC champions and 
even achieving the HBCA Honors Court as a 
team.

“Every member of the Sectional roster has 
to achieve certain standards and have a GPA of 
3.0 or above. Every season, there are about a 
dozen teams in the state of Indiana that stand 
a legitimate chance of playing on the last day 
of the season in Indianapolis. We feel like this 
season we are one of those 10-12 teams,” said 
Cole. 

Aside from the big goals, Cole just wants his 
players to improve each day.

“If we can continue to improve and grow 
every day, then we will be very successful later 
in the year,” said Cole. 

Senior Ashton Minton believes this could 
potentially be one of the most memorable 
and successful seasons he has ever had as a 
basketball player. 

“If we do what we are coached to do, it 
should be a very special season in the end. I, 
along with the rest of the seniors, have been 
wishing on this year since the third or fourth 
grade, and now it is finally here,” said Minton. 

Overall, the team wants to succeed, not 
just as individuals, but as a team. They know it 
won’t be easy, but they are willing 
to work hard and fight toward a 
victory. 

“All of them have put in the 
work, stuck with it and are ready 
to contribute to one of the best 
teams Paoli has ever had,” said 
Cole. 

The Rams are currently 5-1 and 
will face Austin tonight.

Cole’s Rams Start Strong

Sophomore Brett Bosley dunks the ball during the Christian 
Academy game on Saturday, December 8. The Rams defeated 
the Warriors 79-52.  
Photo by Emma McCrary

Seven Seniors Lead the Team; Big Goals Ahead

Up next for the Rams:

Tonight at home vs. Austin
Tomorrow at home vs. Tell City
December 27-28 Holiday Tournament 
@ Springs Valley
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Maggie 
Vincent

Story by
sophomore

There are more members of the 
basketball team than can be seen 
on the court. An important asset 
to the boys basketball program is 
senior manager Tyson Line. Line is 
the one who quietly works behind 
the scenes to wash the jerseys, film 
the games, fill the water bottles 
and run the clock during practices.  
      He has been on staff for the 
basketball team since his freshman 
year. 

“I had nothing to do after 
football ended, so I thought it’d be 
fun to be able to hang out with my 
friends,” said Line. 

Some of Line’s favorite 
memories come from spending 
time with his friends on the 

basketball team. He has enjoyed 
the many bus rides home after 
an on-the-road victory and all the 
time he has had to hang out with 
his friends. 

Varsity Head Coach Dusty Cole 
is just one witness of Line’s work 
ethic. 

“Tyson is a hard worker who 
has spent a lot of his hours around 
athletics, so he knows what is 
needed and how things need to 
be done. Tyson is the type of kid 
and manager you don’t have 
to put a list together of his job 
responsibilities,” said Cole. 

Since Line has mastered the art 
of being a manager, he often serves 
as a role model or helps the team 
improve their game. 

“Tyson is also a great leader 
who has taken Davis Minton and 
other younger managers under his 
wing and taught them the ropes. 
It isn’t out of the ordinary to see 
our managers included 
in practice either. They 
are sometimes used in 
drills and can often be 
seen holding practice 
dummies and banging 
on our guys to help 
toughen them up,” said 
Cole. 

In the history of Paoli boys 
basketball, two teams have been 
known to have very successful 
seasons. One of these teams is 
the 1988-1989 team, the first to 
win Regional and compete in 
Semi-State. In addition, the 1998-
1999 team was the first to win 
Semi-State and play in the State 
Championship game.

In honor of these two legendary 
seasons of basketball, a reunion 
is being held to celebrate their 
accomplishments. This anniversary 
will be celebrating 20 and 30 years 
since their successful seasons.   

The two teams will be 
recognized on January 4 between 
the junior varsity and varsity 
basketball games. 

“We will introduce all team 
members, managers, statisticians, 
coaches, cheerleaders, cheer 
coaches and administration for 
each team. We may have a little 
gift for all members as well,” said 
Athletic Director Darek Newkirk. 

Boys basketball head coach 
Dusty Cole was a vital team 
member of the 1988-99 team. He 
and his team had many memorable 
moments spent on the basketball 
court, including many celebrations 
after winning important games.    

 Those wins are a nice 
memory, but are not necessarily 
the moments the former players 
remember the most.

“We didn’t attend parties or go 
out on the town. Instead, we were 
engaging in intense battles of RISK 
and hanging out together in each 
other’s basements sharing stories 
and making memories that would 
last a lifetime. We were helping 
each other with homework and 
studying for our next big exam. 
The bond we created 20 years ago 
didn’t just happen on 
the court,” said Cole. 

The reunion will 
give these men a 
great opportunity to 
reminisce on their time 
spent together both on 
and off the court. 

Maggie 
Vincent

Story by
sophomore

The Art of the Sideline

Gretchen E. Anderson
Financial Advisor

Edward Jones
MAKING SENSE OF INVESTING

P.O. Box 191
200 West Court Street, Suite 4
Paoli, IN 47454
Bus. 812-723-4755  Fax 888-258-4516
TF. 800-868-0191
gretchen.anderson@edwardjones.com
www.edwardjones.com

Photo by Emma McCrary

Champions to Return
Rams Plan to Celebrate Two Teams

The first team to win a Regional championship celebrates on the basketball court.  
(Below) Members of the 1999 team accept their runner-up plaque. Photos Courtesy Hillcrest. 



The dress code 
is unfair. 

75%
No opinion.

The dress 
code is fair.

12.5%

12.5%
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The purpose of a dress code in schools is 
to provide an educational environment which 
is pleasant, safe and conducive to learning. 
However, as trends change, should the policy 
change as well?  

The dress code, as described in the 2018-2019 
Student Handbook, is as follows: Clothing should 
appropriately cover the upper chest area, legs to 
the knees, shoulders and mid section. Hats are 
not permitted to be worn at any time during the 
school day. Articles of clothing that promote illegal 
substances, racism or obscenity are not permitted 
at any time during the school day.

Students are expected to follow the policy 
every day, and if the requirements are not met 
in the eyes of the principal, assistant principal or 
faculty, there are consequences for the student. 
The student will either be directed to modify 
his or her attire or personal appearance while 
at school, including wearing suitable clothing 
provided by the school or suspended from school 
or otherwise disciplined pursuant to the Indiana 

Student Due Process Code.

Assistant Principal Fred Unsicker is the 
primary administrator who deals with dress code 
infractions. 

“For this year, I believe we have had two 
students who have been given a written warning 
for dress code violations. No one has received a 
detention for violating the dress code, according 
to my records. Typically, we give a warning and 
ask the student to change when they violate the 
dress code,” said Unsicker. 

As trends change, there are some 
inconsistencies in the policy. Unsicker, along with 
many, believe the dress code is not up to date with 
the current fashion trends and there is room for 
improvement. 

“What I would really enjoy seeing is our 
Student Council, or a class, take a serious look at 
how we can revamp the dress code and come up 
with a proposal that works for all of our students,” 
said Unsicker. 

The process for changing the dress code would 
include researching the dress codes of schools 
in the area as well as across the state. Unsicker 
would want the group proposing the change to be 
able to provide him with examples of the dress 
code used by other schools. He would also want 
the group to give him examples of consequences 
for violation of the dress code.  Then, once the 
proposal is written, Unsicker would talk to the 

students and together make revisions to the 
proposal.  

It is important to keep in mind that while 
the school can try to work with fashion 
trends, the faculty is also trying to teach PHS 
students that how we dress depends on the 
setting we are in. All professionals have an 
expectation for how they should dress. Most 
employers also have a standard of 
what their employees are allowed 
to wear at work. A school is no 
different.  

“I definitely foresee the 
dress code being changed in the 
future. It needs to be changed 
but changed for the better, not 
just changed to be changed,” said 
Unsicker. 

Madison 
Street

Story by
Senior

PAOLI ORLEANS

Clothing 
Coverage

Hats or Head 
Coverings

Clothing 
Messages

Clothing should 
appropriately cover the 

upper chest area, legs to 
the knees, shoulders and 

mid section. 

Hats are not permitted 
to be worn at any time 
during the school day. 

Articles of clothing 
that promote illegal 
substances, racism 

or obscenity are not 
permitted at any time 
during the school day.

SPRINGS 
VALLEY

MITCHELL
CRAWFORD 

COUNTY
WEST 

WASHINGTON

A Debate on Dress

Students are not to 
wear clothing that 
exposes cleavage, 

private parts, the midriff, 
undergarments or that 
is otherwise sexually 

provocative. 

Students are not to 
wear hats, sunglasses, 

headbands or bandanas. 

Students are not to wear 
clothing that contains 

obscene or lewd writing 
or pictures, contains 
profanity, implies or 

portrays sex or suggests 
violence. 

Students may wear 
shorts, Bermuda shorts, 

skirts, dresses or leggings 
which are knee length. 

No chains, tails, masks 
or other garments which 
could obstruct visibility 

or pose a hazard are 
permitted. 

No apparel promoting 
alcohol, tobacco, drugs 

or inappropriate terms or 
behavior is allowed. 

School appropriate shorts 
and skirts are to be worn 
at all times. Students are 
required to wear shirts 

with sleeves which cover 
the midriff and do not 

expose undergarments. 

Students are not to wear 
hats, caps, headbands or 
bandanas. For medical 

or religious reasons they 
may be worn but no other 

purpose. 

Students are not to 
wear clothing, jewelry or 
accessories that refer to 

or promote alcohol, illegal 
drugs, discrimination or 
include profanity or are 

sexually suggestive. 

Any clothing, shirts or 
pants, which have holes, 
slits or rips above mid-
thigh is not allowed. No 
skin should be showing 
above mid-thigh when 

sitting or standing.

Hats, berets, caps, sun 
visors, bandanas, wigs, 
sunglasses, overly large 

headbands and any 
other head coverings 

with religious exceptions 
approved by the principal. 

Any clothing that makes 
references to or can be 
construed as relating to 
drugs, alcohol or sexual 

conduct will not be 
permitted. 

Any apparel that exposes 
undergarments is not 
permitted. Shorts and 

skirts must be mid-thigh. 

Hats, caps or headwear 
shall not be worn inside 

the building. Special 
considerations must be 

approved by the building 
principal. 

Clothing that contains 
advertising or content 

relating to alcohol, 
drugs or other illegal 
substances are not 

permitted. 

Students were asked if they think the 
dress code is fair at PHS. Here are 
their responses. 

“While I do think 
it is important to 
have dress codes, 

I think ours targets 
women unfairly.” 

Sophomore 
Chandler Hinton

“I think our dress 
code is very sexist 
toward women.  I 
have seen boys 
wear shorts to 
school that are 

above the knees 
and not get in 

trouble, yet girls 
can wear the wrong 

pair of basketball 
shorts and get sent 

home.” 
Freshman 

Gracie Walls

“I think the dress 
code is sexist 
against girls 

because guys can 
get away with 

violating the dress 
code, but girls 

cannot.” 
Seventh grader 
Audrey Smitson

Is the 
dress 
code 
fair?Girls Boys

Wearing holes 
in jeans 

Wearing cold 
shoulder and 

off-the-shoulder 
shirts

Wearing 
tank tops 

Wearing 
shorts Wearing cut-off 

shirts

Wearing hats 
and hoods 

The chart shows how the PHS 

dress code rules compare to 

those of area schools.

Unsicker Sees Potential for Dress Code Updates 

The Main GripesWe surveyed the 
student body to 
find out what 
the major dress 
code concerns 
were based 
on gender. 
These are 
students’ biggest 
concerns.

Infographic by Rebekah Reeves

Infographic by Madison 
Street and Rebekah Reeves

We surveyed PHS students to find out what major 
issues they have with the dress code when it comes to 
specific types of clothing.  Infographic by Rebekah Reeves
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Small Town 
Shopping 

Guide

Roslyn’s Corner Gifts 
and Antiques

Hours: Monday-Friday 9:30 
a.m.-5:30 p.m., Saturday 9:30 
a.m.-5:30 p.m., Closed Sunday
Phone Number: (812) 723-3576
Address: 306 N Court St., Paoli, 
Indiana 47454
Information: Sells candles, home 
decor, rugs and antiques.

Persimmon Tree Gifts
Hours: Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-5 
p.m., Closed Sunday
Phone Number: (812) 723-0300
Address: 309 N Court St., Paoli, 
Indiana 47454
Information: Carries various brands 
of stuffed animals, puppets and toys. 
Fashion items, accessories, local 
items and baby gifts are also sold 
here.

Reflections 
Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 
Friday 8:30 a.m.- 5 p.m., Saturday 
9 a.m.-12 p.m., Closed Sunday and 
Wednesday. 
Phone Number: (812) 723-1111
Address: 264 NW Court St., Paoli, 
Indiana 47454
Information: Local florist that 
provides local deliveries. Deliveries 
can be made to funeral homes and 
hospitals. They also specialize in 
wedding flowers. 

Willow Creek 
Boutique

Hours: Tuesday-Friday 10 
a.m.- 5:30 p.m., Saturday 10 
a.m.-2 p.m., Closed Sunday and 
Monday
Phone Number: (812) 723-2256
Address: 608 W Main St., Paoli, 
Indiana 47454
Information: Baby accessories, 
furnishing and services, second 
hand dealer and a full service 
florist. 

Pink Moon
Hours: Wednesday and Thursday 11 
a.m.-5 p.m., Friday and Saturday 10 
a.m.-2 p.m., Closed Sunday, Monday 
and Tuesday
Phone Number: (954) 242-3249
Address: 114 SE Court St., Paoli, 
Indiana 47454
Information: Sells women’s and 
children’s clothing and accessories.

Willow Tree Boutique
Hours: Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 
p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m., 
Closed Sunday
Phone Number: (812) 545-9959
Address: 46 E Court St., Paoli, 
IN 47454
Information: A small boutique 
that offers new and gently used 
clothing for women, men and 
children.

Infographic by Kaden Leweleyn

As the holiday season approaches, it becomes time to start buying gifts for 
our family and friends. Paoli has many places to buy presents other than 
Walmart and Dollar General. Here are some great places to start your hunt 
for presents. When you are searching for what to buy, be sure to stop by 
some of these local, unique shops. Support your local small businesses this 
holiday season; they could become your favorite stores. 
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MEET the VIP

WE REVIEW

Each issue, we will introduce you to a very important 
person you should get to know. This issue, we are 
talked to senior basketball player Ashton Minton.

Stephen King is arguably the 
best writer of his time. Nowadays, 
his movies earn more publicity 
than his novels. The length of his 
stories can be intimidating, but 
there is a way to ease into them. 
This way is through Night Shift, 
his first collection of short stories. 
It was published in 1976 by 
Anchor Books. 

In this collection, there are 
twenty short stories written 
during the start of his career. 
He originally sold them to 
newspapers and magazines for 
a few hundred dollars each. 
Each combined are, on average, 
shorter than the rest of his full 
length novels. 

The length of each story 

gives you a good introduction to 
his writing. One short story is only 
around 40 pages long. Being this 
length, you have the capability to 
read one in a single sitting. 

One story from the collection 
I recommend is “Night Surf.” It 
was his original idea for his novel 
The Stand. It’s about a virus that 
kills off everyone, except a certain 
group chosen to recreate society. In 
“The Ledge,” a man inches across a 
skyscraper’s exterior walls. “I Know 
What You Need” is about a girl who 
falls in love with the perfect guy. 

As a collection of short stories, 
the ability to skip forward to a 
similar story prevents you from 
getting bored. Lengthy stories such 
as his can create disinterest, causing 

you move on. The variety of stories 
allows you to do this while still 
remaining in a single book. 

People today tend to not read 
as much in general because of the 
complexity of novels. King’s stories 
are written for a higher level reading 
group. Reading one of his works can 
be complicated, but they will get 
progressively easier to understand. 

Night Shift is a thrilling novel 
for anyone who reads it. 
This collection includes 
a variety of intriguing 
horror stories. Each story 
remains descriptive and 
attention-getting while 
keeping at a steady 40 
pages.

Kempf Covets King’s Early Collection 

Q: What’s the most interesting 
thing you could do with 400 
lbs. of cheese?
Ashton: Gain 400 pounds.

Q: What’s the opposite of 
opposite?
Ashton: Etisoppo.

Q: Why is it necessary to nail 
down a coffin?
Ashton: So dead people don’t 
come back to life.Q: Why does a grapefruit look 

nothing like a grape?
Ashton: Because it just be like 
that sometimes.

Q: What shape is the sky?
Ashton: All shapes.Q: Why are Spongebob’s 

parents round and look like 
cookies while he looks like a 
square sponge?
Ashton: Krabby Patties.Q: How do you know you 

exist?
Ashton: Mirrors.

Q: What songs do you know by 
heart?
Ashton: Happy Birthday. Q: Why get even when 

you can get odd?
Ashton: Because you can 
get imaginary.

Q: Why did Yankee Doodle name 
the feather in his hat Macaroni?
Ashton: Because it was cheesy.

Q: Would you rather know 
when you’re going to die or 
how you will die?
Ashton: I’m not dying, so 
neither.

Kinley 
Block

Story by
junior

Courtesy Art

Joz 
Kempf

Story by
freshman
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A Code to Switch for Fairness
PAOLITE STAFF EDITORIAL

Our dress code has been a hot topic at PHS 
for years now. Especially with new and trendy 
styles hitting the runway, schools have had 
to adapt to student attire. In our research for 
this issue we found some surrounding schools 
have adopted stricter dress code policies in 
comparison to PHS. 

The policies which regard attire at PHS are 
lax compared to Orleans, Mitchell and West 
Washington, to name a few [see pages 8 and 
9]. At opposing schools, there are specific rules 
in place against lengths of shirts, references on 
clothing and different hair styles, but at PHS, 
we file those under a policy that states a staff 
member may punish a student for wearing such 
items. 

As a staff, we believe there should not be 
a policy which allows staff to pick and choose 
who to penalize for wearing certain items. 
If some of the staff are going be strict on the 
dress code, then a strict dress code needs to 
be written. If some of the staff are going to be 

lenient on the dress code, then a lenient dress 
code needs to be written.

Like many dress codes around the nation, 
PHS’s tends to unintentionally target female 
students. More often than not, girls are the 
ones being disciplined over boys. In fashion, 
women’s clothing is more revealing than men’s, 
and it is difficult to find clothing that follows 
the policies. Our dress code does not take into 
account different body types of boys and girls. 
Students often complain about dress code rules 
which disregard the length of their torso or legs. 
The dress code has the potential to be fair to all 
body types if these measurements were taken 
into consideration. 

Our dress code could be reasonable if 
there wasn’t a chance that teachers and 
administration could single out students. If the 
dress code were more specific, this problem and 
common complaint would disappear. As a staff, 
all we want is equality for all students.  

On November 20, Ruth Farlow Uyesugi passed 
away at the age of 96. Many of you may not have 
met Ruth except for knowing she is the person the 
auditorium is named in honor of. 

I knew Mrs. U as not only my teacher, but my 
mentor and friend. 

Uyesugi advised the Paolite from 
1951 to 1997, which, if you are doing 
the math, is 46 years. I have not 
been on this Earth long enough to 
match her record, and matching her 
longevity seems like an impossibility. 
Ruth’s students won countless awards 
for their work, and Mrs. U herself 
was the first high school journalism 
adviser to be inducted into the Indiana 
Journalism Hall of Fame. She fostered 
a program where excellence was an 
expected achievement. 

Ruth taught me what it meant to 
build a legacy. She called everyone 
“kid” because, as she once put it, 
“sometimes it’s hard to remember 
everyone’s names.” Practical for someone who 
taught for 59 years, I hope she has forgiven me for 
stealing it. 

In my early days of advising, Ruth wanted me to 
succeed. She knew the Paolite, established in 1925, 
was more than just a class assignment. The Paolite 
is an institution largely because Ruth made it so. 
She made everything about being on the Paolite 

staff special. Her former students 
would go on to be judges, lawyers, 
writers and occupations from all 
walks of life. Those students carried 
the lessons she taught: be accepting 
of everyone, make the world a better 
place and always tell the truth.

There will be countless farewells 
written for Mrs. Uyesugi, and mine is 
but a drop in the bucket. Few teachers 
will ever match her longevity, 
her compassion and her tireless 
championing of the arts.

I will always remember her laugh, 
her extremely heavy book bags and 
her refusal to spend any time in 
retirement relaxing on a beach. She 
believed her life was here at PHS, and 

her impact on generations of graduates will not 
soon be forgotten. 

Heather Nichols, Paolite Adviser
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Club Could Transform Student Relationships

Michael 
Hannon

Story by
freshman

“12 Days of 
Christmas because 

it’s too long, and 
I don’t know half 
the things that 

represent the days.”
Eighth grader Kenzie Gilliatt

“We Wish You A 
Merry Christmas 

because it is 
repetitive.”

Sophomore Brycen Long

“Santa Claus is 
Coming To Town 
because it sings 

about an old man 
watching children 

as they sleep.”
Junior Makayla Chism

“12 Days of 
Christmas because 
it feels like it never 

ends. Monotonous!“
Senior Jillian Keen

You 
Say
We asked 

students to 
share their 

least favorite 
holiday jingle. 

“That’s so gay” and f****t are phrases used 
in a seemingly playful way and aren’t usually 
intended to harm anyone. Most of the time, 
people don’t think about it before saying these 
phrases. After taking a test in a class, you may 
walk up to your friend and say, “that test was 
so gay.” Is gay really the correct adjective? 
So many other adjectives, such as “difficult,” 
“easy” or “impossible,” would work better than 
“gay.” So why do people choose to say “gay” 
instead? In our school we tend to hear these 
words daily, but we don’t really pay attention to 
them. Why?

Schools can be difficult for students to 
navigate, regardless of their personal identity. 
However, for LGBTQ students, they can be a 
nightmare. The negative perception of this 
community of people has caused many acts of 
hate and verbal taunting toward them. 

Too many LGBTQ students have been 
targets and have suffered through so much 
prejudice from other people. One student 
remembers being called rude slurs about their 
identity when they came out to friend and 
family. 

A girl I know even recalls a day when 
someone in her class kept saying rude things 

to her, and the teacher neglected to do 
anything about it. This caused her to cry and 
have a panic attack regarding the issue. This 
account reveals the mental and emotional pain 
some students may have to deal with. These 
comments are called microaggressions, or 
verbal, physical or behavioral acts that show 
hostility, derogatory behavior or prejudice 
to any group of people. These can be against 
different races, genders, sexualities, religions 
or ethnicities. For example, thinking a person 
isn’t fit to do a task because of their identity or 
gender are microaggressions. 

Some examples that refer to the LGBTQ 
community are “that’s so gay” and “you are too 
pretty to be a lesbian.” Another guy I know 
is often referred to as the “gay best friend” 
causing him to feel uncomfortable. These 
seemingly simple phrases may seem harmless, 
but over time, they have the power to do real 
damage to the people they are about. This type 
of language is degrading and make them feel 
bad about who they are. It implies they are less 
of a human. 

Another problem people face is the weight 
of having to “come out.” Usually when someone 
comes out, it is either a happy time or it is a 

time of sadness and rejection by friends and 
even family. Coming out shouldn’t have to be a 
huge, scary thing for people, but the feeling that 
you could be rejected or even harmed makes 
it scary. When someone comes out, the only 
words another person should say are words of 
encouragement and positivity, not the opposite. 

There are many things our school as a 
whole can do to help minimize this problem for 
students in these situations. I think our school 
would benefit from is forming a GSA, or Gay-
Straight Alliance, which provides a safe space 
and open communication between all students, 
regardless of their personal identity. We could 
also broaden the definition of the club and make 
it a safe place for all students to be students and 
not have to worry about being bullied. 

Another action anyone can take is reporting 
discriminatory acts to an adult or 
counselor. When all else fails, all 
you need to do is just treat people 
with kindness and respect, and then 
a lot of problems tend to resolve 
themselves. If all of us learn to love 
who we love and not hate others for 
who they love, then the world just 
might become a better place. 

“Jingle Bells 
because you hear it 
everywhere, and it 

gets repetitive.”
Eighth grader Gavin King

Infographic by Ashlyn Bonta
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1. Sophomore Mason Laws works in the rafters. 2. Sophomore Tyler Ash and junior Adam 
Abounnaaim put in a window. 3. The students participating in project are, from left to right, 
Abounnaaim, sophomore Samuel Giles, Ash, junior Cole Crawhorn and Laws along with 
construction teacher John Shellenberger. 4. Giles helps Shellenberger move supplies. 
Photos by Maddie DeCarlo

Guidance counselor Brandi 
Kerley recently agreed to let Jon 
Shellenberger’s construction classes 
build her new home. These students 
and their teacher are helping every 
step of the way, from tossing around 
ideas to building the house from the 
ground up. 

“I thought this would be a cool 
opportunity, especially since I know 
all of these students. My son Gage 
and I have been looking for a while 
now, and this is really a once-in-
a-lifetime thing to work with kids 
in the construction classes,” said 
Kerley.

So far, the classes have finished 
the crawl space, concrete walls, roof, 
shingles, windows, doors, lighting, 
wiring and framing on the inside of 
the building. They have also started 
on the decks and will begin on the 

drywall soon, so Kerley will be able 
to begin painting the interior of her 
house over winter break. Once they 
are closer to being finished, they will 
install the cabinets, island, trim and 
insulation and help with putting in 
concrete outside. 

“So far, it has been a lot of fun. 
I have enjoyed brainstorming with 
Shellenberger and the students. 
They have helped with everything, 
the lot, the house plan and more. 
It has been a great 
experience. I love going 
up there and seeing 
the students and their 
excitement. They are 
such hard-working kids 
and very passionate. I’m 
so proud of them and all 
they have accomplished 
so far,” said Kerley. 

Building for Brandi

1

3

2

4

Gracie 
Walls

Story by
freshman

Students Construct Guidance Counselor’s New Home
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1. Which candidate thinks last year’s 
calendar is the worst gift to receive?

Alyssa 
Warren 

Nick 
Padgett

Michael 
Hannon

Devin 
Bush

4. Which candidate wants 
snow on Christmas?

Jordan 
Clark 

Maddie
May

Nick 
Padgett

Keaton 
Chastain

7. Which candidate thinks Donner is 
the most underrated reindeer?

Gracie 
Walls

Carter 
Elliott

Sierra 
Rowedewig

2. Which candidate believes the 
movie Home Alone is “trash”?

Emma 
Osborn 

Devin 
Bush 

Carter 
Elliott 

Isaiah 
Jones

5. Who thinks “White Christmas” is 
the worst Christmas song?

Jesse 
Pease 

Sierra 
Rodewig

Audrey 
Blankenbaker 

Isaiah
 Jones

8. Which candidate thinks The 
Grinch is the best Christmas movie? 

Sierra 
Rowedwig

Chandler 
Hinton

Maddie 
May

3. Which candidate eats pizza 
every year on Christmas?

Gracie 
Walls 

Jordan 
Clark 

Jacqlyn 
Rice

Chandler 
Hinton

6. Which candidate’s favorite 
cookie is a snickerdoodle?

Michael 
Hannon 

Alyssa 
Warren 

Keaton 
Chastain

Jesse 
Pease

9. Who thinks porcelain doll 
Christmas decorations are creepy?

Devin 
Bush 

Jacqlyn 
Rice

Jesse 
Pease 

Keaton 
Chastain

Audrey 
Blankenbaker

600 W. Main St, Paoli, IN 47454
(812) 723-4445

n Super Burger n

a
a

a

a
a

a

ELLIOTT
MANUFACTURING

Amos & Jessica Elliott, Owners
(812) 865-0516
Paoli, Indiana 47454

Custom Welding & Metal Sales

Infographic by Faith Wilder

Answers: 1. Alyssa Warren, 2. Emma Osborn, 3. Jacqlyn Rice, 4. Nick Padgett, 5. Sierra Rodewig, 6. Michael Hannon, 7. Gracie Walls, 8. Audrey Blankenbaker, 9. Jesse Pease

How well do you know your candidates?
Take the Homecoming Holiday Quiz!

Audrey 
Blankenbaker 
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